Mass-producible and efficient optical antennas with CMOS-fabricated nanometer-scale gap
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Abstract: Optical antennas have been widely used for sensitive photodetection, efficient light emission, high resolution imaging, and biochemical sensing because of their ability to capture and focus light energy beyond the diffraction limit. However, widespread application of optical antennas has been limited due to lack of appropriate methods for uniform and large area fabrication of antennas as well as difficulty in achieving an efficient design with small mode volume (gap spacing < 10nm). Here, we present a novel optical antenna design, arch-dipole antenna, with optimal radiation efficiency and small mode volume, 5 nm gap spacing, fabricated by CMOS-compatible deep-UV spacer lithography. We demonstrate strong surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) signal with an enhancement factor exceeding 10^8 from the arch-dipole antenna array, which is two orders of magnitude stronger than that from the standard dipole antenna array fabricated by e-beam lithography. Since the antenna gap spacing, the critical dimension of the antenna, can be defined by deep-UV lithography, efficient optical antenna arrays with nanometer-scale gap can be mass-produced using current CMOS technology.
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References and links
In this paper, we demonstrate a novel optical antenna design, arch-dipole antenna, with 5 nm gap spacing fabricated by CMOS process. In this process, the gap spacing of the arch-dipole antenna is determined by the thickness of a thin dielectric fin using deep-UV spacer lithography [19,20]. Since the fin layer is deposited by atomic layer deposition (ALD), the thickness of the fin can be precisely controlled with sub-nm accuracy and good reproducibility. In this design, the optimum fin height is chosen to control the radiation of the arch-dipole antenna, which enables matched radiation and absorption quality factors for the optical antennas.
maximum field enhancement [21]. As an experimental verification of antenna performance, SERS signal from trans-1,2-bis (4-pyridyl) ethylene (BPE) has been measured on the fabricated gold arch-dipole antenna array. The SERS enhancement factor measured from the arch-dipole antenna array is two orders of magnitude greater than that from a typical dipole antenna array fabricated by e-beam lithography.

2. Design and simulation

It has been previously shown using coupled mode theory (CMT) that the field enhancement of an optical antenna on resonance can be derived as [21,22]:

\[
\frac{|E_{loc}|^2}{|E_{i}|^2} = \frac{2A_{loc}}{\lambda} \frac{Q}{Q_{rad}} \frac{Q}{V_{eff}}
\]

where \(E_{loc}\) and \(E_{i}\) are the local field amplitude at the high field region of an optical antenna and the field amplitude of incoming wave. \(A_{loc}, V_{eff}, Q, \) and \(Q_{rad}\) are the maximum effective aperture, the effective mode volume, the total quality factor and the radiation quality factor of the optical antenna, respectively. From the equation, we can extract two main conditions to achieve the maximum field enhancement of an optical antenna: 1) the matched quality factors \(Q_{rad} = Q_{abs}\) to maximize the quality factors related term, \(Q^2/Q_{rad}\) [21], and 2) the small antenna gap to minimize the effective mode volume, \(V_{eff}\) [15].

Figure 1 shows three different designs of optical antennas to address these conditions. The dipole antenna on dielectric spacer coated ground plane, shown in Fig. 1(a), has been reported to achieve the quality factors matching condition [21]. In this antenna design, the radiation characteristic of optical antennas is controlled by tuning the thickness of the dielectric spacer layer. However, it is challenging to reduce the gap spacing of dipole antennas below 10 nm since optical antennas are typically fabricated by nanofabrication techniques such as e-beam lithography or focused ion beam (FIB) milling, which have poor uniformity and reproducibility below 10 nm dimension. To resolve this fabrication issue, the second design, the optical patch antenna, has been suggested, which can be easily fabricated with uniform sub-10 nm gap [Fig. 1(b)]. Since the dielectric spacer layer between the top nanopatch and the ground plane defines the antenna gap spacing, it can be easily reduced below 5 nm with sub-nm accuracy by atomic layer deposition (ALD). The patch antenna, however, has poor radiation efficiency as we reduce the gap to nanometer scale, which results in a large mismatch between \(Q_{rad}\) and \(Q_{abs}\). Therefore, the field enhancement stops increasing with shrinking gap spacing as shown in Fig. 2. To overcome the trade-off between radiation efficiency and small gap spacing, we have developed a new antenna design “arch-dipole antenna,” the main subject of this paper. In the arch-dipole antenna, the two arms of a dipole antenna are connected by a tall narrow arch as shown in Fig. 1(c). Similar optical antennas have been reported with numerical simulations for efficient field enhancement [23]. The antenna gap inside the arch can be defined by the thickness of a sacrificial dielectric layer using spacer lithography. The arch-dipole antenna design offers a robust method for uniform
and reproducible fabrication of sub-10 nm gap spacing without the sacrifice of radiation efficiency.

Fig. 2. Numerical simulations of gold patch antenna array. (a) Electric field profile of gold patch antenna. Patch antennas with dimensions of 50 nm square size, 25 nm thickness, and 5 nm Al₂O₃ gap were simulated with periodic boundary condition of 300 nm pitch. (b) Plot of calculated radiation and absorption quality factors as a function of gap spacing. (c) Plot of electric field enhancement as a function of gap spacing. Patch antenna arrays with various gap spacings (1, 2, 5, 10, and 20 nm) were simulated. Due to the growing mismatch between radiation and absorption quality factors, the increasing ratio of the field enhancement is suppressed as the gap is reduced below 2 nm.

Fig. 3. Numerical simulations of gold arch-dipole antenna array. (a) Schematic of the simulated structure. 210 nm long, 50 nm wide, and 40 nm thick gold arch-dipole antennas with 5 nm gap and 30 nm arch height were simulated. Periodic boundary condition was used to calculate an antenna array with 600 nm pitch. (b) Electric field enhancement of arch-dipole antenna (red curve). Standard dipole antenna with same gap and length was also simulated for comparison (blue curve). Arch-dipole antenna has two modes depending on the current direction in the arch. (c) Electric field magnitude profile of simulated arch-dipole antennas. White arrows in antennas represent the current distribution. (d)-(f) Simulations of arch-dipole antennas with various arch heights. Field enhancement spectra show a maximum from arch-dipole antennas with 30 nm arch height (d). Quality factor (e) and field enhancement (f) were also plotted as a function of arch height. The field enhancement has a maximum peak at the optimum arch height for $Q$-matching condition ($Q_{rad} = Q_{abs}$).

To understand the characteristic of the arch-dipole antenna, we have investigated time domain simulations of a gold arch-dipole antenna with 210 nm length, 50 nm width, 40 nm thickness, and 5 nm gap [Fig. 3(a)]. A dipole antenna with same length, width, thickness and gap dimensions has been also simulated for the comparison. The field enhancement plot in Fig. 3(b) shows that the arch-dipole antenna has two resonant modes dependent on the current.
direction in the arch whereas a normal dipole antenna has a single fundamental mode. The field enhancements of two arch-dipole antenna modes are higher than the normal dipole antenna with the same gap spacing since the $Q$ matching condition is achieved for the arch-dipole antenna by tuning the arch height. Here, we have selected the higher frequency mode (the arch current in the opposite direction relative to the antenna arm current) because the antenna dimensions are easier to fabricate (longer length for the desired resonance).

The arch-dipole antennas with various arch heights have been simulated to estimate the effect of the arch height dimension for the antenna characteristics. Figure 3(d) shows the field enhancement of arch-dipole antenna with various arch heights. Radiation and absorption quality factors ($Q_{rad}$ and $Q_{abs}$) were also calculated from the simulations and it turned out that the radiation of the antenna improves as the arch height increases as shown in Fig. 3(e). As a result, the field enhancement is maximized when $Q_{rad}$ is matched to $Q_{abs}$ at the arch height of 30 nm [Fig. 3(f)].

3. Fabrication and experimental results

For the experimental demonstration, we have used deep-UV spacer lithography to define the gap spacing and the arch height of the antenna, as shown in Fig. 4(a).

First, an amorphous Si (a-Si) layer is deposited on top of a 100 nm thick thermal oxide layer coated Si wafer. The thickness of a-Si layer determines the dimension of the arch height and the thickness of 30 nm for a-Si layer is chosen since our simulation confirms the $Q$-matching condition is achieved at this thickness. After patterning the a-Si layer into 600 nm pitch grating ridges by deep UV lithography and reactive ion etching (RIE), a 5 nm thick aluminum oxide (Al$_2$O$_3$) layer is conformally deposited by atomic layer deposition (ALD), which enables the thickness control with sub-nm accuracy. The horizontal part of the Al$_2$O$_3$ layer is etched away by RIE etching, leaving only Al$_2$O$_3$ film on the sidewalls of a-Si ridges. After selective etching of a-Si ridges using XeF$_2$, the Al$_2$O$_3$ films become free-standing fins, which have dimensions of 5 nm width and 30 nm height [Fig. 4(b)]. A 40 nm thick gold of rectangular array pattern is deposited on the fin to form arch-dipole antennas with uniform arch gap and height [Fig. 4(c)]. Finally, the Al$_2$O$_3$ fins are removed to open gaps of arch-dipole antennas by hot phosphoric acid [Fig. 4(d)]. Since the arch gap and height, critical dimensions for the antenna characteristic, are defined by the thicknesses of Al$_2$O$_3$ ALD layer and a-Si sacrificial layer, those dimensions can be uniformly and reproducibly demonstrated with high precision dimension control.

We used reflectance measurements to characterize antenna resonances. Figure 5(a) shows the reflectance spectrum from the arch-dipole antenna array with 210 nm length, 50 nm width, 40 nm thickness, and 5 nm gap, which are comparable dimensions to the simulated antenna array. A Si CCD camera is used to measure reflectance for the wavelength range from 500 nm to 950 nm and an InGaAs CCD camera is used for the range from 950 nm to 1500 nm. The reflectance measurement clearly shows two main antenna modes of the arch-dipole antenna around 800 nm and 1300 nm as predicted from the simulation. For the resonance tuning, antenna arrays with various antenna lengths (150, 180, 210, and 240 nm) were fabricated and the resonance shifts of the higher frequency mode are shown in the inset of Fig. 5(a).
Fig. 4. Fabrication of the arch-dipole antennas. (a) Fabrication process of arch-dipole antenna. (b) SEM image of 5 nm Al₂O₃ nano-fins. The inset shows a perspective view of nano-fins. (c) SEM image of arch-dipole antenna array before etching Al₂O₃ fins. (d) Perspective view SEM image of arch-dipole antennas after etching Al₂O₃ fins. The inset shows the zoomed-in view of a representative single antenna.
Fig. 5. Reflectance and SERS measurements of gold arch-dipole antenna array. (a) Reflectance measurement of arch-dipole antenna array with 210 nm length, 50 nm width, 40 nm thickness, 5 nm gap and 30 nm arch height. The reflectance spectrum confirms two antenna modes of arch-dipole antenna as expected in simulation. The inset shows the resonance shifts of higher frequency mode with antenna length variations. (b) Measured SERS spectra from trans-1,2-bis (4-pyridyl) ethylene (BPE) molecule. The strongest SERS signals were observed from antenna arrays (210 nm and 240 nm long antenna arrays) of which resonances were close to excitation laser wavelength (785 nm) and Stokes shifted wavelength (~870 nm). (c) SERS measurements with various angles of excitation polarization. Strong dependency on antenna resonance and excitation polarization is a clear evidence that SERS signals are resulted from optical antenna.

For the experimental verification of antenna performance, surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) was measured from fabricated optical antenna arrays. SERS has been known as a powerful technique to detect biological and chemical molecule as Raman spectrum provides a unique fingerprint of the target molecule. In order to enhance the sensitivity of SERS, various approaches such as rough surface of metal layer [24,25], metal nanoparticle aggregates [26,27], and DNA-tailored nanoparticle synthesis [28,29] have been previously studied. Though these methods could promise high SERS enhancement enabling single molecule detection, the controllability of hot spot locations still remains challenging [30]. To address this challenge, top-down fabrication of optical antennas has been used to generate SERS hotspots with the engineered spatial arrangement and the reproducible enhancement factors [14–16].

For SERS measurements, *trans*-1,2-bis (4-pyridyl) ethylene (BPE) was used as the target molecule. Fabricated antenna arrays were immersed in a 6 mM solution of BPE in methanol for 2 hours. After 2 hours incubation, the samples were rinsed using methanol, and then blow-dried with nitrogen gun. The excitation from 785 nm laser was focused on the antenna array.
using a 10x objective and the Raman signal was collected through the same objective lens for 0.1 sec for SERS measurement. Figure 5(b) shows the measured SERS spectra from antenna arrays with various antenna lengths. The antenna arrays with short lengths (150 nm and 180 nm) exhibit weak SERS signals since the resonance wavelengths are far from the excitation laser wavelength. The measured SERS signals increase as the resonances of the antenna arrays move close to the excitation wavelength and Stokes shifted wavelength with longer antenna lengths (210 nm and 240 nm). The effect of the excitation polarization was also investigated with various angles of polarized excitation [Fig. 5(c)]. The strongest SERS signal was observed when the polarization of the excitation is parallel to the antenna arms and the signal decreases as the excitation polarization approaches to the perpendicular to the antenna arm axis. The strong dependences on the antenna length and the excitation polarization confirm that the SERS signals are resulted from the optical antennas.

To compare the enhancement of SERS signals for different antenna designs, we also measured SERS from dipole antenna arrays and patch antenna arrays. The gold dipole antenna arrays have been fabricated on the dielectric spacer layer (SiO₂) coated gold ground plane by typical e-beam lithography and have the gap spacing of 15 nm, which is practically reproducible. The SiO₂ spacer thickness is chosen to be 100 nm which has the maximum enhancement by Q matching condition [21]. For the gold patch antenna arrays, smaller gaps such as 1 nm have been demonstrated, however, the poor radiation efficiency and the mismatch between the radiation Q and the absorption Q suppress the efficiency of the antenna. The optimal SERS spectra from dipole antenna, patch antenna, and arch-dipole antenna arrays are shown in Fig. 6(a). The average and hotspot enhancement factors at the 1200 cm⁻¹ Raman shift peak were calculated assuming monolayer coating of BPE molecules on the total antenna surfaces and sidewall surfaces at the antenna gap, respectively [Fig. 6(b)]. The arch-dipole antenna has above 10⁸ SERS enhancement factor for the average calculation and 10⁹ enhancement factor for the hotspot calculation, which is about two orders of magnitude stronger than dipole antenna, and an order of magnitude stronger than the patch antenna.

![Fig. 6. Comparison of measured SERS signals and calculated SERS enhancement factors from dipole antenna, patch antenna, and arch-dipole antenna. (a) SERS signals measured from different optical antenna designs. SERS spectra from dipole antenna array and patch antenna array were magnified by a factor of 10 for clarity. (b) Calculated SERS enhancement factors. Average enhancement factors were calculated assuming monolayer coating of BPE molecules on entire antenna surface. Hotspot enhancement factors were calculated from molecules coated on the sidewalls of antenna gap.](image)

4. Conclusion

In conclusion, we introduce a new antenna design, arch-dipole antenna, which can be reproducibly fabricated with uniform gap spacing below 10 nm. Since the critical dimensions of arch-dipole antennas can be precisely controlled with sub-nm accuracy, the arch-dipole
antenna can be demonstrated with small gap (sub-10 nm) and \( Q \) matching condition. SERS experiment comparisons with dipole antenna and the patch antenna has been also investigated using identical conditions such as the target molecule, the coating method for molecules, the measurement setup and the enhancement calculation. The dipole antenna design can achieve the \( Q \) matching condition by optimizing the spacer thickness between the antenna array and the ground plane, however, reducing the gap spacing below 10 nm is challenging by typical nanofabrication techniques such as e-beam lithography and focused ion beam milling. On other hand, the patch antenna can be easily implemented with extremely small gaps, however, the poor radiation efficiency and the mismatched \( Q \) factors degrade the antenna performance. The arch-dipole antenna offers an efficient way to achieve small mode volume and \( Q \) matching condition without trade-off between them. As a result, the SERS enhancement factor from the arch-dipole antenna has been observed to be up to two orders of magnitude stronger than those from the other antenna designs. Since the gap spacing, which is the most critical dimension for the enhancement, can be defined by deep UV spacer lithography, wafer-scale SERS substrate with nanometer-scale gap optical antennas can be mass-produced in current CMOS foundries.
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